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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

We  hypothesized  that  decision-making  strategies  in  juvenile  animals,  rather  than  being
immature,  are  optimized  to navigate  the  uncertainty  and  instability  likely  to be  encoun-
tered in  the environment  at the time  of the  animal’s  transition  to  independence.  We  tested
juvenile  and  young  adult  mice  on  discrimination  and  reversal  of a 4-choice  and  2-choice
odor-based  foraging  task. Juvenile  mice  (P26–27)  learned  a 4-choice  discrimination  and
reversal faster  than  adults  (P60–70),  making  fewer  perseverative  and  distraction  errors.
Juvenile  mice  had  shorter  choice  latencies  and  more  focused  search  strategies.  In both
ages, performance  of the  task  was  significantly  impaired  by a  lesion  of  the  dorsomedial
frontal  cortex.  Our  data  show  that  the  frontal  cortex  can  support  highly  flexible  behavior  in
juvenile  mice  at a  time  coincident  with  weaning  and first  independence.  The  unexpected
developmental  decline  in  flexibility  of  behavior  one  month  later  suggests  that  frontal  cor-
tex  based  executive  function  may  not  inevitably  become  more  flexible  with  age,  but  rather
may be  developmentally  tuned  to optimize  exploratory  and  exploitative  behavior  for each
life stage.

© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Executive function describes a set of overlapping neu-
rocognitive processes that are essential for the expression
of goal-directed behavior. Executive function is thought
to mature in parallel with the development and matura-
tion of the frontal cortex (Casey et al., 2008; Gogtay et al.,
2004; Paus et al., 2008). Cognitive flexibility, a hallmark
of high level executive function, is dependent on appro-
priate feedback utilization, working memory capacity, and
conceptual transfer (Anderson, 2003). The ability to flexi-
bly adjust behavior in response to dynamic environmental
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contingencies is one of the most important aspects of adap-
tive goal-directed behavior.

Children show developmental increases in performance
on tests of cognitive flexibility, with specific aspects of
flexibility maturing at different rates. Response inhibition
and the ability to switch between response sets for sim-
ple stimuli emerges by age 5 (Espy, 1997). The ability to
focus attention on specific dimensions of complex stimuli
and shift between attention sets reaches levels of adult-like
performance at age 11–12 (Chelune and Baer, 1986; Crone
et al., 2004; Luciana and Nelson, 1998; Romine et al., 2004;
Somsen, 2007). Although young children can perform shift
and reversal tasks at above chance performance, matura-
tion of top-down inhibitory control and working memory
likely contribute to increase efficiency and performance
through mid- to late adolescence (Crone et al., 2006b; De
Luca et al., 2003; Huizinga et al., 2006; Luna et al., 2004).
Overall, human executive function is thought to increase
from childhood through young adulthood, and to decline
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only after middle age (Cepeda et al., 2001; De Luca et al.,
2003; Rhodes, 2004).

A current model of human brain development proposes
that development of the frontal cortex lags in relation to
subcortical motivational systems during late childhood and
adolescence (Casey et al., 2008). The nucleus accumbens
shows exaggerated activation relative to prefrontal cor-
tex activation in adolescents (Eshel et al., 2007; Galvan
et al., 2006). This pattern accounts for heightened respon-
siveness to incentives (Galvan, 2010) with insufficient
top-down cognitive control, resulting in risk-taking and
poor decision-making in adolescents compared to adults.
From a public health perspective, adolescence is a period
of vulnerability to suboptimal decision-making with conse-
quences for increased rates of injury, pregnancy, addiction,
and other adverse outcomes (Arnett, 1992).

Despite the public health statistics, the unique behav-
ioral characteristics of the late childhood and adolescent
period may  also be developmentally appropriate, per-
haps even optimal in an evolutionary sense (Steinberg
and Belsky, 1996). During adolescence, the subjective eval-
uation of risks inherent to possible outcomes may  rely
on life stage appropriate drives. For example, adolescents
may  value peer approval to a greater degree than adults
and let this factor play a large role in their decisions
(Gardner and Steinberg, 2005). Thus, what adults malign
as “risky behavior” in adolescence perhaps is not neces-
sarily driven by impulsivity or the inability to evaluate
relative costs and benefits (Steinberg, 2008). To the con-
trary, adolescents (and even older children) may  exhibit
high levels of goal-directed decision-making, although
it may  be motivated by differential evaluation of deci-
sion outcomes than in adults (Furby and Beyth-Marom,
1992). Investigation of behavioral development in animal
models may  provide an informative contrast to human
studies.

In altricial animals that become independent early
in life, such as rodents, executive function, and the cir-
cuits supporting it, may  be developmentally specialized
for decision-making appropriate for the environmental
demands specific to different life stages. For rodents, highly
flexible foraging strategies with short temporal integration
may  be more adaptive during periods of instability and risk
such as weaning and natal site dispersal, characteristic of
early life (König and Markl, 1987; Laviola et al., 2003). In
contrast, exploitative strategies with longer temporal inte-
gration may  be optimal later in adulthood when a nest site
and stable territory have been established.

Specific aspects of decision-making and executive func-
tion in rodents can be assessed using digging-based
reversal and set-shifting paradigms inspired by the intra-
dimensional/extra-dimensional shift task developed for
use in primates as well as humans by Roberts and col-
leagues (Birrell and Brown, 2000; Bissonette et al., 2008;
Garner et al., 2006; Roberts et al., 1988). Tasks that use
odor and texture cues that predict buried food reward are
rapidly learned by rodents and likely tap ethologically rel-
evant foraging strategies. Mice and rats can learn these
tasks and reverse a contingency rule within hours, making
them useful models to measure developmental changes in
decision making.

In order to compare juvenile and adult decision-
making strategies in different conditions of uncertainty, we
employed both 4-choice and 2-choice versions of a digging
task. Reversal of a reward contingency in an odor dis-
crimination 4-choice task requires feedback utilization and
behavioral inhibition. Multiple potential choices modulate
the load on working memory and attention (D’Cruz et al.,
2011; Kim and Ragozzino, 2005), and may better approxi-
mate the wide variety of choice in an open environment. A
2-choice digging task which includes reversals and atten-
tion shifts has been more commonly studied in rodents, and
uses complex multimodal stimuli to create uncertainty. In
the 2-choice digging task, only one dimension of a stimulus
(e.g. odor) predicts the location of a reward while the other
dimension (e.g. texture) provides irrelevant information.
An attention set-shift component of the task requires the
mice to transfer the rule of which dimension is rewarded
to a new set of compound stimuli (intra-dimensional shift;
IDS). The strength of learning of the attention set for that
dimension can also be challenged when the previously
irrelevant dimension is rewarded (extra-dimensional shift;
EDS) (Birrell and Brown, 2000). We  hypothesized that the
presence of multiple choices in the 4-choice task might be
a better model for a naturalistic foraging environment and
make the task more sensitive to performance errors, and
therefore reveal differences in decision-making strategies
employed by juvenile mice compared to adults.

Maturation of the frontal cortex is thought to drive
changes in behavior during peri-adolescent development.
Previous studies have shown that regions of frontal cor-
tex have dissociable roles in cognitive flexibility. Lesion
studies in rodents have shown that orbitofrontal lesions
impair 2-choice reversal learning while medial prefrontal
cortex lesions impair performance on extra-dimensional
shifts (Birrell and Brown, 2000; Bissonette et al., 2008;
Kim and Ragozzino, 2005; McAlonan and Brown, 2003).
Inactivation of the dorsomedial frontal cortex (centered
on the cingulate) in rats disrupts reversal performance on
a 4-choice reversal task (Ragozzino and Rozman, 2007).
Additionally, studies in monkeys have implicated neurons
in the cingulate cortex in guiding choice based on the
history of actions and outcomes (Kennerley et al., 2006).
Cingulate neurons also distinguish between exploratory
and exploitative decisions made in a dynamic foraging
task, and their firing rates predict the strategy used next
(Pearson et al., 2009). To confirm the involvement of the
frontal cortex in reversal learning at different ages, we com-
pared performance of juvenile and adult mice with sham
operations and dorsomedial frontal cortex lesions target-
ing the cingulate region in a 4-choice odor discrimination
and reversal task.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Animals

Male C57BL/6 mice were bred in our animal facility
and were housed on a 12 h/12 h reverse light-dark cycle
(lights on at 10 PM). Mice were weaned on postnatal day
(P) 21 and group housed with nesting material and toys.
Food restriction began three days before behavioral pre-
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training. During food restriction, juvenile mice were given
1.5–1.8 g of food per day and continued to gain weight
throughout the experiment. Juvenile mouse weights on
testing day ranged from 8 to 11.7 g (M = 106 ± 1.41% of
weaning weight). Age matched mice that were not food
restricted gained a similar percentage of weight by P26
(M = 109 ± 1.18% of weaning weight). Adult mice were
moderately food restricted and ranged from 17.5 to 23.4 g
at testing (M = 87 ± 0.89% of ad libitum weight). Water was
freely available both in the homecage and in the maze dur-
ing all phases of behavioral testing. All animal procedures
were approved by the Ernest Gallo Clinic and Research Cen-
ter Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

2.2. Dorsomedial frontal cortex lesions

Bilateral stereotactic lesions were made in the dor-
sal prefrontal cortex of juvenile and adult mice three
days before behavioral pre-training. Lesions were made
under isoflurane anesthesia using established coordinates
(Franklin and Paxinos, 2008). Intramuscular dexametha-
sone (0.06 mg/kg; Vedco, St. Joseph, MD)  was administered
prior to surgery. Using a Nanojet II injector (Drummond Sci-
entific Company, Broomall, PA), 0.1 �l of NMDA (20 mg/ml
in sterile 0.9% saline) was injected at four lesion sites (AP:
+1.7 mm or +0.6 mm;  ML:  ±0.5 mm;  V: 0.4 mm at rostral
position or 0.8 mm  at caudal position). For control sham
operations, saline vehicle was injected at the same coor-
dinates. Prior to surgery and during recovery, mice were
given access to 0.5 mg/ml  cherry-flavored acetaminophen
solution (Perrigo, Allegan, MI)  and 0.7 mg/ml oral sul-
famethoxazole with 0.1 mg/ml  trimethoprim antibiotic
solution (Hi-Tech Pharmacal, Amityville, NY) in drinking
water.

2.3. Apparatus

The 4-choice maze was a square box 12′′ × 12′′ × 9′′ con-
structed of 0.25′′ clear acrylic (Fig. 1a and b). Four internal
walls measuring 3′′ wide partially divided the four quad-
rants. Odor stimuli were presented in white ceramic pots
measuring 2.88′′ diameter and 1.75′′ deep. Pots were sham
baited with a Honey Nut Cheerio (General Mills, Minneapo-
lis, MN)  secured underneath a mesh screen at the bottom. A
6′′ diameter removable cylinder fit in the center of the maze
and was lowered between trials (after a digging response)
to isolate the mouse from the rest of the maze.

A smaller maze constructed of 0.25′′ clear acrylic
measuring 7.5′′ × 7.5′′ × 7.5′′ was used in the 2-choice dis-
crimination test (Fig. 4a and b). The maze was divided by a
removable gate into a start compartment and two smaller
3′′ × 3′′ compartments for the digging pots. The digging pots
were acrylic boxes measuring 2.5′′ × 2.5′′ × 2.5′′.

2.4. Four-choice odor discrimination and reversal

2.4.1. Pre-training procedure
The 4-choice odor discrimination and reversal task was

adapted from Kim and Ragozzino (2005).  The first day of
pre-training was a habituation session to familiarize the
mice with the maze and pots. Small pieces of Honey Nut

Fig. 1. Juvenile mice show greater behavioral flexibility in a 4-choice odor
discrimination and reversal task. (A and B) Schematic of arena used in 4-
choice task. Mice learned to discriminate among four odor choices to find
a  buried cereal reward. The odor cue-reward contingency was  reversed
in  the same session, and a novel odor was  introduced. (C) Juvenile mice
required fewer trials to reach criterion in both the discrimination and
reversal phase. (D) Analysis of reversal error type showed that juvenile
mice made fewer total, perseverative, and irrelevant errors compared
to  adults. (E) The number of choices to dig in an odor was  plotted as a
percentage of total trials. Juvenile mice dug in the rewarded odor pot
more often than all other choices, while adults dug equally in the previ-
ously rewarded and currently rewarded odor pots during the reversal. The
dotted line represents chance performance. Bars represent mean ± SEM.
*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001, uncorrected.
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Table  1
Four-choice odor stimuli.

O1 O2 O3 O4

Discrimination Anise Clove Litsea Thyme
Reversal Anise Clove Litsea Eucalyptus

Cheerio (approximately 10 mg  each) were placed inside of
four empty digging pots, one in each of the four quadrants.
The mouse was placed in the start compartment. The cylin-
der was then lifted and the mouse was allowed to explore
the maze and consume the cereal pieces in the pots. After
10 min, the mouse was returned to the start cylinder and
the pots were re-baited. This procedure was repeated for a
total habituation time of 30 min. The maze was wiped with
70% ethanol between animals.

The second day of pre-training was a shaping session to
teach the mice how to dig to find cereal pieces buried in
coarse pine wood shavings (Hartz Mountain Corporation,
Secaucus, NJ). One pot with increasing amounts of wood
shavings covering the cereal reward was used in this shap-
ing phase. The quadrant containing the pot was alternated
in each trial (SE to NW to SW to NE) and all quadrants
were rewarded equally. Trials were untimed and consisted
of two trials with no shavings covering the cereal piece
followed by two trials with a dusting of shavings, two tri-
als where the pot was a quarter full, two trials of half full
pots, and finally four trials with the cereal piece completely
buried. Most animals retrieved the reward in the 12 total
shaping trials within 1 h.

2.4.2. Four-choice discrimination and reversal procedure
Wood shavings were scented on the day of testing. Anise

extract (McCormick, Hunt Valley, MD)  was used undiluted
at 0.02 ml/g of shavings. Clove, litsea, and eucalyptus oils
(San Francisco Massage Supply Co., San Francisco, CA) were
diluted 1:10 in mineral oil and mixed at 0.02 ml/g of shav-
ings. Thymol (“thyme”; Alfa Aesar) was diluted 1:20 in 50%
ethanol and mixed at 0.01 ml/g of shavings. The odors used
in the initial discrimination and reversal phases are listed
in Table 1.

During the initial discrimination phase, the animal had
to discriminate among four odors and learn which one was
associated with a buried Cheerio reward. The stimulus pre-
sentation was pseudo-randomized such that an odor was
never in the same quadrant two trials in a row. Each trial
began with the mouse confined to the central start cylinder,
which was equidistant to all the odor pots. Timing began
when the cylinder was lifted. Entry to each quadrant was
recorded if all four paws crossed beyond the perimeter of
the start area. The mouse could freely explore the arena
until it chose to dig in a pot. Latency was the time elapsed
until a dig. Digging was defined as purposefully moving the
shavings with both front paws, but not as superficial sniff-
ing or chewing of the shavings. The cylinder was lowered
as soon as the mouse initiated digging to prevent multi-
ple digging choices. If an incorrect choice was made, then
the trial was terminated and the mouse was returned to the
start cylinder. All pots were removed from the maze and re-
baited, if necessary, between trials. A trial was terminated
if no choice was made within 3 min  and was recorded as

an omission. Analysis of entries or latency did not include
omission trials. If the animal had two  omission trials in a
row, digging was reinstated by placing a pot of unscented
shavings with a well exposing the cereal piece in the start
cylinder. After three pairs of omission trials (unusual), the
currently rewarded odor pot was placed in the start cylin-
der with a well exposing the cereal piece. These hint trials
were not included in the final analysis. Criterion was  met
when the animal completed 8 out of 10 consecutive trials
correctly.

Once criterion was  met  on the discrimination phase, the
animal moved on to the reversal phase immediately within
the same session. All shavings were replaced with new
shavings to prevent discrimination via unintentional cues.
Odor four was swapped out for a novel odor. Perseverative
errors were choices to dig in the pot with the previously
rewarded odor. Irrelevant errors were choices to dig in the
pot with the odor that was  never rewarded. Novel errors
were choices to dig in the pot with the newly introduced
odor, which was also never rewarded. To complete the
reversal, the mouse had to reach criterion by completing
8 out of 10 consecutive trials correctly. Animals typically
completed both discrimination and reversal phases within
3 h. Before being returned to the homecage, the mouse was
placed in a container containing shavings bearing all five
odors to prevent transmission of an odor preference to its
cagemates (Galef, 1977).

2.5. Two-choice reversal and attention set-shift

2.5.1. Pre-training procedure
Mice are able to perform a digging-based attention set-

shift task similar to that used in rats (Garner et al., 2006). On
the first day of pre-training the mice were habituated to the
maze. Mice began in the start compartment with the gate
down. The gate then was  lifted and the mouse was  allowed
to explore and consume a piece of cereal from each of two
empty pots. The mouse was  returned to the start and the
pots were re-baited every 5 min  for a total habituation time
of 30 min.

Mice learned to dig in wood shavings to find a buried
cereal piece on the second day of pre-training. Two  pots
were used and the mouse had to consume cereal pieces
from both pots to complete a trial. Shaping trials progressed
from one trial with empty pots to one trial with a dusting
of shavings, one trial with a quarter full pots and one trial
with half full pots. The final three trials consisted of the
presentation of two  pots full of shavings, each containing a
buried piece of cereal.

2.5.2. Two-choice reversal and set-shift procedure
Odor and texture stimuli used in each phase of the 2-

choice task are listed in Table 2. Cinnamon, vanilla, almond,
and coconut extracts (McCormick, Hunt Valley, MD)  were
mixed undiluted with wood shavings (0.02 ml/g of wood
shavings). Lemongrass and blood orange oil (San Francisco
Massage Supply Co., San Francisco, CA) were diluted 1:10
in mineral oil and mixed at 0.02 ml/g with shavings. Each
texture pair consisted of reverse sides of the same material
to ensure consistent odor cues. Textured materials were
wrapped around the outside, rim, and interior of the dig-
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Table 2
Two-choice exemplar combinations.

Day Phase Odor Texture

O1 O2 T1 T2

1 CD Cinnamon Vanilla Velvet Reversed Velvet
2  OVT Cinnamon Vanilla Velvet Reversed Velvet
3  OVT Cinnamon Vanilla Velvet Reversed Velvet
4  CDR Cinnamon Vanilla Velvet Reversed Velvet
5  IDS Almond Coconut Diaper Paper Reversed Diaper Paper
6 IDR Almond Coconut Diaper Paper Reversed Diaper Paper
7 EDS Orange Lemongrass Sandpaper Reversed Sandpaper

ging pots. The identity of the rewarded exemplar from each
pair was balanced across each group. There were four pos-
sible combinations of odor and texture in each phase. These
were presented pseudo-randomly and balanced for spatial
location.

A trial commenced with the animal in the start com-
partment and timing began when the start gate was lifted.
The latency to dig was recorded using the same definition of
digging as the 4-choice task. If the mouse did not dig within
5 min, the trial was terminated and recorded as an omission.
Omission trials were rare in the 2-choice task (1% of trials).
The animal reached criterion when it correctly completed
8 out of 10 consecutive trials.

The first day of training was a compound discrimination
(CD) in which the pots could be distinguished by either
odor or texture information, but only odor was the rele-
vant rewarded dimension. Days 2 and 3 were overtraining
(OVT) on the same stimulus pairs from CD to a criterion of
45 correct trials over two days. On day four, the learned
association from CD was  reversed (CDR) such that the pre-
viously unrewarded odor in the pair became rewarded.
Day 5 was an intra-dimensional shift (IDS) that introduced a
new set of stimuli in which odor remained the dimension
predictive of reward and texture provided irrelevant infor-
mation. Day 6 reversed (IDR) the rewarded odor from IDS.
The final day of training was an extra-dimensional shift (EDS)
where a novel compound discrimination was presented,
but the texture dimension now predicted in which pot the
reward was buried. Thus, after six days of developing an
attention set for odor, the animal was required to shift
attention to the previously irrelevant texture dimension.
Others have shown that the development of an attention
set requires several sessions of experience with the ini-
tial rewarded dimension, including overtraining on CD,
intra-dimensional shift (IDS), and intra-dimensional rever-
sal (IDR) (Bissonette et al., 2008; Garner et al., 2006).

2.6. Histology and immunohistochemistry

Lesion and control operated animals were transcardially
perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde in PB (0.1 M,  pH 7.4)
promptly after training. Coronal sections (50 �m)  were cut
using a vibratome and adjacent sections were stained using
cresyl violet and rabbit anti-GFAP (Chemicon) antibodies
using standard methods (Bissonette et al., 2008). To trace
the extent of the lesions, cresyl violet and anti-GFAP stained
images were overlaid with electronic images from an adult

mouse brain atlas (Franklin and Paxinos, 2008) using Adobe
Photoshop CS4.

2.7. Statistical analysis

Values are reported as mean (M)  ± SEM. Two-tailed t
tests were used for all statistical comparisons, unless oth-
erwise noted. An extra sum-of-squares F test was  used to
compare cumulative performance data models. Statistical
significance was set at P < 0.05; analysis and graphing were
performed with GraphPad Prism v5.05.

3. Results

3.1. Four-choice odor discrimination and reversal

We compared juvenile (N = 12) and adult (N = 11) mice
in a 4-choice odor discrimination and reversal paradigm.
Juveniles required fewer trials than adults to reach criterion
in the initial discrimination phase [t(21) = 2.08, P < 0.05]
(Fig. 1c). In the reversal phase, a previously irrelevant
odor (Odor 2) predicted the location of the reward and
a novel odor (Odor 4) was  introduced (Table 1). During
the reversal phase, juvenile mice reached criterion in sig-
nificantly fewer trials than adults [t(21) = 3.22, P < 0.01]
(Fig. 1c) and made significantly fewer errors [t(21) = 2.95,
P < 0.01] (Fig. 1d). Further analysis of reversal error type
revealed that juveniles made significantly fewer perse-
verative errors [t(21) = 2.77, P < 0.05], significantly fewer
irrelevant errors [t(21) = 2.30, P < 0.05], and had fewer
omission trials [t(21) = 3.08, P < 0.01]. There was no sig-
nificant difference in novel errors [t(21) = 1.70, P = 0.10]
(Fig. 1d). We  also compared the trial number upon which
mice made the first novel error and found no significant
difference between age groups [juvenile: M = 5.33 ± 1.51;
adult: M = 10.18 ± 3.62; t(21) = 1.28, P = 0.22]. The number
of choices to dig in each odor was  normalized to the
total number of trials completed by the animal during
the reversal phase. Juveniles dug in the rewarded odor
in a significantly greater percentage of trials [t(22) = 5.00,
P < 0.0001]. In contrast, adults dug in the rewarded and
previously rewarded odors a similar percentage of trials
[t(20) = 0.46, P = 0.65] (Fig. 1e).

We further explored the time course of reversal learn-
ing in juvenile and adult mice during the 4-choice task. The
cumulative number of rewards achieved was  plotted vs.
trial number (Fig. 2a). In this plot, an animal with perfect
performance would have a slope of one, whereas errors
result in flattening of the slope. If errors were evenly dis-
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Fig. 2. The time course of reversal learning following feedback is different
between juvenile and adult mice. (A) The cumulative number of rewards
achieved was  plotted against trial number. Each line represents one
animal. Although juvenile and adult mice achieved a similar number of
rewards, adult mice required more trials to do so. (B) Exponential growth
curves best modeled the course of reversal learning. Juveniles accumu-
lated rewards at a greater rate than adults (P < 0.0001; juvenile: � = 11.41;
adult: � = 17.35). (C) To investigate changes in behavior after positive
feedback, the cumulative number of rewards was  aligned for all subjects to

tributed, then the data would be best-fit by a straight line.
However, if errors were concentrated at the beginning of
the reversal and rewards were accumulated near the ses-
sion end, then the data would be best-fit by an exponential
in the form of Y = Y0*exp(X/�) where tau (�) is the time
constant. The data were best-fit by exponential growth
curves [juvenile: R2 = 0.74, � = 11.41 trials, 95% confidence
interval (CI) = (10.60, 12.35); adult: R2 = 0.70, � = 17.35 tri-
als, 95% CI = (16.21, 18.67)] (Fig. 2b). Comparison using an
extra sum of squares F test showed a significant difference
in age groups in reward accumulation [F(1,635) = 49.62,
P < 0.0001].

We  next examined the accumulation of rewards after
the first correct trial during reversal to see if juveniles and
adults differed in reward accumulation after receiving pos-
itive feedback (Fig. 2c; data are plotted for only eight trials
because after that point some animals have reached crite-
rion). These data were best-fit by straight lines [juvenile:
R2 = 0.80, slope = 0.62, 95% CI = (0.59, 0.65); adult: R2 = 0.47,
slope = 0.50, 95% CI = (0.45, 0.55)]. Again, comparison using
an extra sum of squares F test showed that the rate of
reward accumulation after the first correct trial in rever-
sal was  significantly different between juveniles and adults
[F(1,205) = 16.63, P < 0.0001].

Behavior within each trial during the 4-choice reversal
task also differed between adults and juveniles. Juvenile
mice showed significantly shorter latency to dig when
compared to adults [t(21) = 2.31, P < 0.05]. When trials
were separated by performance, juveniles showed signifi-
cantly shorter latency to dig on incorrect trials [t(21) = 2.69,
P < 0.05] but not on correct trials [t(21) = 1.41, P = 0.17]
(Fig. 3a). Juveniles also made significantly fewer entries to
the four arena compartments in the reversal [t(21) = 4.98,
P < 0.0001], as well as when trials were divided into incor-
rect [t(21) = 3.47, P < 0.01] and correct trials [t(21) = 3.04,
P < 0.01] (Fig. 3b). However, there was  no difference
between juveniles and adults in the rate of entries per
minute [juvenile: M = 6.99 ± 1.02; adult: M = 11.60 ± 3.17;
t(21) = 1.44, P = 0.17] indicating that speed alone cannot
account for the differences in latency or entries. Entries
to each odor were plotted as percentages of total entries
(Fig. 3c). Juveniles made proportionally more entries to the
rewarded odor compared to the other odors [previously
rewarded: t(21) = 4.33, P < 0.001; irrelevant: t(21) = 6.97,
P < 0.0001; novel t(21) = 6.51, P < 0.0001, uncorrected P
value shown]. In contrast, adults made entries to all the
odors equally [previously rewarded: t(20) = 0.37, P = 0.71;
irrelevant: t(20) = 0.75, P = 0.46; novel t(20) = 1.38, P = 0.18,
uncorrected P value shown].

3.2. Two-choice reversal and attention set-shift

Separate groups of juvenile (N = 6) and adult (N = 7) mice
were trained on a 2-choice attention set-shift task. There

the trial the first reward was achieved. Lines represent individual animals,
and adult lines are offset when overlapping juveniles to enhance visibility.
(D)  Straight lines best modeled the rate of reward accumulation after the
first correct response in the reversal phase. Juveniles showed a steeper rate
of  accumulating rewards after positive feedback than adults (P < 0.0001).
Dashed lines in B and D show the 95% confidence interval of best-fit
lines.
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Fig. 3. Measures of motivation and response planning differ between
juvenile and adult mice in 4-choice reversal learning. (A) Latency to dig
was  significantly shorter in juvenile mice, but there was  no difference
from adult mice when only correct trials were considered. (B) Juvenile
mice made significantly fewer entries within a single trial for both incor-
rect and correct trials. Bars represent the mean ± SEM. (C) The number
of  entries in a reversal trial was plotted as a percentage of the total trial
entries. Juvenile mice made a significantly greater proportion of entries
to the rewarded odor quadrant, while adult mice made entries to all the
quadrants equally. The dotted line shows the chance level of encountering
the quadrants. Note: the location of the four odors was changed each trial.
ns  P > 0.05; *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001, uncorrected.

were no significant differences between juvenile and adult
mice in the number of trials to reach criterion on any phase
of the task [CD: t(11) = 1.28, P = 0.23; CDR: t(10) = 0.06,
P = 0.95; IDS: t(11) = 1.30, P = 0.22; IDR: t(11) = 1.27, P = 0.23;
EDS: t(11) = 1.28, P = 0.23] (Fig. 4c). Both juveniles and
adults required significantly more trials to complete CDR
compared to IDR [juvenile: t(10) = 2.96, P < 0.05; adult:
t(11) = 2.24, P < 0.05]. If the mice developed an attention

Fig. 4. Juvenile and adult performance on a 2-choice attention set-shift
task. (A and B) Schematic of 2-choice arena. Compound stimuli had an
odor dimension (scented digging material) and a texture dimension (tex-
ture wrapped around outside of pot). Mice learned a series of compound
discriminations (CD; IDS) and reversals (CDR; IDR) over the course of six
sessions in which odor was  the rewarded dimension and texture was irrel-
evant. On the final day, the attention set of the mice was challenged by
an  extra-dimensional shift (EDS) in which texture was now the rewarded
dimension. (C) Juvenile and adult mice did not show differences in the
number of trials to reach criterion on any task phase. Both age groups
required more trials to complete CDR (after overtraining) than IDR. Juve-
nile and adult mice also required more trials to complete EDS compared to
IDS,  indicating the formation of an attention set. (D) The switch cost is the
ratio between the trials to criterion in a rule switch stage divided by trials
to  learn the compound discrimination before the switch. Juveniles had a
significantly lower switch cost in the IDR phase, but were not different
from adults after overtraining in the CDR phase, or in the EDS phase. Bars
represent the mean ± SEM. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001, uncorrected.

set, then EDS should require more trials to complete than
IDS. Both juveniles and adults took significantly more
trials to reach criterion on EDS compared to IDS [juve-
nile: t(10) = 3.93, P < 0.01; adult: t(12) = 4.44, P < 0.001].
Furthermore, there was no difference in the number of
errors made during overtraining on CD, suggesting that
juveniles and adults showed comparable discrimination
learning and set maintenance [juvenile: M = 5.33 ± 1.91;
adult: M = 10.14 ± 2.22; t(11) = 1.61, P = 0.14].

We further compared performance on rule switching
(reversals and shifts) relative to performance in discrim-
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ination learning by comparing switch costs for different
phases of the 2-choice task. The switch cost was  calcu-
lated for each animal as the ratio of trials to criterion in
a rule switch stage divided by the trials to learn a new set
of stimuli in a compound discrimination. For each subject,
we calculated the switch cost ratio for CDR/CD, IDR/IDS,
and EDS/IDS (Fig. 4d). A ratio of one meant that the mice
did not show a switch cost, while a higher ratio indi-
cated that the new rule required relatively more trials to
learn than the initial discrimination. We  found that on
average juveniles showed lower switch costs than adults
in IDR [juvenile: M = 0.96 ± 0.07; adult: M = 1.81 ± 0.34;
t(11) = 2.28; P < 0.05]. However, juveniles and adults had
similar switch costs following overtraining in CDR [juve-
nile: M = 1.74 ± 0.29; adult: M = 1.96 ± 0.66; t(10) = 0.31;
P = 0.77], and also in EDS [juvenile: M = 2.72 ± 0.48; adult
M = 2.62 ± 0.42; t(11) = 0.15; P = 0.88].

3.3. Dorsomedial frontal cortex lesions and 4-choice odor
discrimination and reversal

To investigate the contribution of the frontal cortex
to cognitive flexibility in the 4-choice reversal task in
mice, we made excitotoxic lesions and control vehicle
injections in a separate group of juvenile (lesion: N = 14;
sham: N = 11) and adult mice (lesion: N = 11; sham: N = 9).
In the initial odor discrimination, lesions significantly
improved acquisition of the task relative to shams in
the adult group [t(18) = 3.13, P < 0.01] but not in juveniles
[t(23) = 0.06, P = 0.95] (Fig. 5a and b). During the initial
discrimination, adult lesion mice made fewer errors after
the first correct response compared to sham operated lit-
termates [sham: M = 11.78 ± 1.05; lesion: M = 7.27 ± 0.95;
t(18) = 3.17, P < 0.01]. Juvenile lesion mice made a sim-
ilar number of errors as shams after the first correct
response [sham: M = 11.18 ± 1.80; lesion: M = 10.21 ± 2.47;
t(23) = 0.30, P = 0.77] in the discrimination. In the reversal
phase, lesions significantly increased the number of trials
to reach criterion for both juveniles and adults [juvenile:
t(23) = 2.64, P < 0.05; adult: t(18) = 2.49, P < 0.05] (Fig. 5a
and b). Fig. 5c shows illustrations of the minimum, rep-
resentative, and maximum extent of lesions in juveniles
and adults. Cell loss was clearly visible with cresyl violet
histology in the cingulate cortex, and portions of prelim-
bic and secondary motor (M2) cortices in some animals
(Fig. 5c and d). Immunoreactivity for the glial marker GFAP
was observed at the edges of the lesions identified by nissl
staining (Fig. 5d and e). We  compared the rate of entries
per minute between lesion and sham operated mice to test
for gross coordination or locomotor deficits resulting from
any damage to motor cortex. No significant differences in
the rate of entries were found comparing sham and lesion
animals in either juveniles [t(23) = 0.20, P = 0.83] or adults
[t(18) = 1.94, P = 0.10] (Fig. 5f).

4. Discussion

In our study of mice performing a 4-choice reversal
task, juvenile mice showed greater efficiency and there-
fore greater flexibility in learning to reverse an association
(Figs. 1c and 2b). Juvenile mice more quickly abandoned

digging in the previously rewarded odor pot after the
reward contingency was  changed, committing fewer per-
severative errors than adults (Fig. 1d). After the first reward
was achieved in the reversal phase, juveniles continued to
earn rewards at a higher rate than adults (Fig. 2d). These
data suggest that juvenile mice adjust their response to
both positive and negative outcomes, and that their adjust-
ment behavior in a 4-choice reversal task is more sensitive
to recent outcomes when compared to adults. This differ-
ence between juveniles and adults may  be due to faster
updating of outcome expectancy or action selection (or
both), and is likely facilitated by a heightened respon-
siveness to incentives that emerges in the peri-adolescent
period (Galvan, 2010; Sturman et al., 2010; Wilmouth and
Spear, 2009).

On the surface, slower reversal in adult mice compared
to juveniles in the 4-choice task seems in stark contrast to
a large literature showing improving cognitive flexibility
with development in young humans (Cepeda et al., 2001;
Chelune and Baer, 1986; Crone et al., 2004, 2006a; De Luca
et al., 2003; Huizinga and van der Molen, 2007; Luciana and
Nelson, 1998; Rhodes, 2004; Romine et al., 2004). However,
our results may  be consistent with subtle observations of
strategy from a developmental study of the Iowa Gambling
Task (IGT) (Cassotti et al., 2011). The IGT is intended to
model real life decision-making, requiring integration of
rewards and costs of different sizes and probabilities, and is
sensitive to prefrontal cortex damage (Bechara et al., 1994).
Overall, adults showed more optimal card choice than ado-
lescents (10–14) and children (9–10) in the IGT, integrating
costs and benefits over the entire task to choose an overall
strategy biased towards low risk card decks that have rel-
atively low payout but also low costs (Cassotti et al., 2011;
see also Crone and van der Molen, 2004). However, analysis
of card choice patterns showed that adults switched less
often and perseverated more following a loss compared
to children or adolescents. With experience, children and
adolescents preferred non-optimal risky decks with high
rewards and high costs. Between the two risky decks, they
were biased towards the deck that delivered less frequent
punishment (Cassotti et al., 2011). The behavior of children
and adolescents in the IGT was quantitatively non-optimal
in the long run in the stable context of the task. However,
it does appear to have been driven by a sensitive behav-
ioral strategy that weighed negative and positive outcomes
and their temporal integration in a manner different from
adults. We  hypothesize that heightened responsiveness to
incentives and short temporal integration of outcomes may
be adaptive in an uncertain and changing environment,
and that this may  explain developmental differences in
decision-making strategies that emerge in different species
depending on their life history and age of independence.

Juvenile mice showed shorter latencies in solving the 4-
choice reversal task (Fig. 3a) and less exploratory entries
(Fig. 3b). Additionally, analysis of the search pattern of
entries showed that juveniles spent proportionally more
time near the rewarded odor pot than with irrelevant
odor pots, while adults explored all the odor pots equally
(Fig. 3c). This is consistent with the idea that motivational
systems, response planning, and decision-making strategy
under conditions of uncertainty differ between juvenile
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Fig. 5. Lesions of the dorsomedial frontal cortex impair 4-choice reversal learning in juvenile and adult mice. Trials to reach criterion in the odor discrimi-
nation  and reversal in 4-choice task for lesion and control sham operated juvenile (A) and adult (B) mice. Juvenile lesioned mice required significantly more
trials  on the reversal phase compared to age-matched sham controls. Adult lesioned mice required fewer trials to achieve criterion in the discrimination
phase and more trials than sham controls to reach criterion during the reversal phase. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01. (C) The maximum extent of bilateral excitotoxic
lesions are shown in the lightest grey; medium grey indicates representative lesion size of the majority of animals; and black illustrates the minimum
lesion  extent. The middle column shows Nissl staining of a representative lesion. Drawings were adapted from Franklin and Paxinos, 2008. No significant
damage was  observed in sham operated mice. (D) Low power magnification of Nissl stained section of lesioned brain. (E) Adjacent section showing GFAP
immunoreactivity at the border of the lesioned area. Images in D and E were taken at 4× magnification. (F) There was no significant difference in the rate of
entries per minute between lesion and sham mice, suggesting there was  no gross motor impairment induced by the lesion. Bars represent the mean ± SEM.

and adult mice. We  hypothesize that this difference is due
to either increased sensitivity to anticipated reward and/or
the high probability of predation risk that juvenile mice
are likely to encounter during trial and error exploration
of a new environment at the time of first independence
(Mabry and Stamps, 2008). Motivational and cognitive sys-

tems may  be tuned not only to maximize foraging success,
but also to manage alternate risks, like predation (Arcis and
Desor, 2003), that may  also vary with the lifespan.

In a second experiment, we compared a new set of juve-
nile and adult mice on a commonly used 2-choice reversal
and set-shift task (Fig. 4). We  found that there was  no
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difference in reversal or set-shift performance between
juveniles and adults (Fig. 4c). However, we did find that
switch costs varied as a function of prior experience with
a rule (Fig. 4d), in accord with previous studies (Bissonette
et al., 2008; Garner et al., 2006). Juvenile mice had lower
switch costs than adults in a reversal (IDR), but switch cost
for juveniles rose to adult levels after overtraining (CDR)
(Fig. 4d). These data suggest that decision-making differ-
ences between adults and juveniles are magnified under
conditions of uncertainty when they have less experience
with a rule and context.

A recent report (Newman and McGaughy, 2011)
observed that adolescent rats (P40–53) took more trials
to reach criterion in a digging based 2-choice reversal
and set-shift task than adult rats (P66–80). The contrast
of these results with our finding that juvenile mice per-
formed similarly to adults in the 2-choice task (Fig. 4c)
may  be explained partially by the difference in species
and developmental stage at testing. Our young mice were
tested in early adolescence before the onset of puberty,
while the rats in the Newman and McGaughy study were
tested in mid- to late adolescence. Additionally, the exper-
imental design of the 2-choice digging task differed in
several key aspects between the studies. Newman and
McGaughy used spatially overlapping cues of odor and
digging media as the initial rewarded dimensions. In
our 2-choice study, the rewarded dimensions of odor
and digging pot texture (pots contained equivalent dig-
ging media) were spatially segregated. It is possible that
juvenile rodents are impaired at distinguishing spatially
overlapping stimulus features (see Barrett and Shepp,
1988), but are not more generally impaired in behavioral
flexibility. Furthermore, Newman and McGaughy counter-
balanced the initial rewarded dimension between odor and
media, while our study initially rewarded the odor dimen-
sion and then reversed to the texture dimension for all
mice.

Different levels of uncertainty, in terms of chance and
risk, also distinguish 4-choice and 2-choice tasks (D’Cruz
et al., 2011). Two-choice reversal tasks are more commonly
employed and have a chance probability of reward of 50%.
When one choice is eliminated, it is certain that the other
remaining choice contains the reward. Reversal in a 4-
choice task reduces the chance probability of reward to
25%. Even when one choice is eliminated, it impossible to
know which of the remaining choices is rewarded. Thus,
subsequent decisions involve risky trial and error learning.
A recent fMRI study in human subjects showed enhanced
activation of ventral striatum, midbrain, and motor cingu-
late regions during a 4-choice compared to a 2-choice task
(D’Cruz et al., 2011). These data suggest that in a juvenile
or adolescent animal, developmental differences in both
motivational and cognitive systems could have then been
magnified by testing with a 4- vs. 2-choice design.

We  showed that dorsomedial frontal lesions, centered
on the cingulate cortex, impacted reversal performance in
a 4-choice task in both juvenile and adult mice (Fig. 5).
These data suggest that in mice the frontal cortex con-
tributes to performance in this task, but we do not mean
to suggest that changes in this brain region are the sole
source of the behavioral difference between juvenile and

adult mice. Subcortical motivational systems and cortical
association areas connect via cortical basal ganglia loops,
and therefore maturation of either or both systems likely
impact developmental changes in decision-making. How-
ever, a recent study showing “surprise signals” (that encode
unsigned reward prediction errors) in the anterior cingu-
late cortex of macaques suggests that the cingulate may
be a critical region for rapid adjustment of behavior in
response to both positive and negative feedback, particu-
larly under conditions of novelty and uncertainty (Hayden
et al., 2011).

Novelty seeking has been shown to be greater in ado-
lescence in rodent studies of spatial exploration (Laviola
et al., 2003; Macrì et al., 2002). However, the juvenile mice
in our study showed similar responses to a novel odor when
compared to adults (Fig. 1d and e). Our mice (males) were
P26–27 when they performed the task, which is three days
after the time that mice will naturally wean (König and
Markl, 1987). In female mice this is the time of vaginal
opening and just before the first estrus (Chehab et al., 1997).
It is possible an enhanced interest in novelty does not apply
across all behavioral domains or emerges after puberty in
mice. The precise temporal changes in reversal learning
performance between P26 and P60, and their relationship
to puberty have yet to be explored. Furthermore, all the
mice in our study were male. Future studies will investigate
this behavior in females at different life stages. As females
and males typically follow different patterns of natal site
dispersal in all species to prevent inbreeding, we  predict
that female mice may  show differences in decision-making
with age when compared to males.

5. Conclusions

During the peri-adolescent period, motivational sys-
tems show greater sensitivity to salience (Galvan, 2010;
Sturman et al., 2010; Wilmouth and Spear, 2009) and mea-
sures of flexible goal-directed behavior begin to approach
adult levels (Chelune and Baer, 1986; Crone et al., 2004,
2006a; De Luca et al., 2003; Huizinga and van der Molen,
2007; Luciana and Nelson, 1998; Rhodes, 2004; Romine
et al., 2004). Yet, decision-making skills in children and
adolescents are often compared to decision-making skills
in adult patients with frontal lobe damage (Chelune and
Baer, 1986; Crone and van der Molen, 2004). These com-
parisons imply that young brains are operating in an
impaired or suboptimal fashion, essentially without a
frontal cortex. Our data showed that under conditions
that enhanced choice uncertainty, juvenile mice showed
more rapid reversal learning than adults. We  suggest that
the frontal cortex, and decision-making circuits generally,
are operative in juveniles and in adults, but that they
integrate information and evaluate actions and outcomes
differently. Differences in the incentive salience of recent
behavioral outcomes, in particular, may  drive juveniles
to more rapidly update their behavior. We  hypothesize
that when altricial animals transition to first indepen-
dence they may  engage unique decision-making strategies
evolutionarily optimized for the instability of this life
stage.
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